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More Evidence for Early Maritime Adaptations
from the Eel Point Site, San Clemente Island
by Andy Yatsko, NAS North Island Cultural Resources Management Program
and L. Mark Raab, CSU Northridge Center for Public Archaeology
Introduction

•

In July and August 1996, the CSU Northridge Center for Public
Archaeology (NCPA) and the Naval Air Station North Island (NAS North
Island) Cultural Resources 1'.fanagement Program (CRMP) conducted a
second cooperative field season at the Eel Point Site (CA-SCLI-43) on
San Clemente Island as part of a six-week summer field school. Building
on earlier academic research at the site, this summer's fieldwork continued to demonstrate the Eel Point Site as the best preserved early Holocene
coastal deposit currently known for the southern California coast. The
site contains abundant, well-preserved evidence of distinctive maritime
lifeways developing across most of the Holocene. Recovered data clearly
demonstrate the antiquity of maritime adaptations in the southern California Bight, and continue to reveal patterns of early sedentism and marine
resource intensification.

San Clemente Island and the Eel Point Site
San Clemente Island is the southernmost and fourth-largest (58
mi'.?.1148 km2) of the eight California Channel Islands. Located 48 miles
(77 km) from the Palos Verdes Peninsula, the island has been a mili la!)'
reservation since 1934, is not accessible to the public and, until recently,
\vas infrequently visited by archaeologists. In the last decade, however,
the island has seen a dramatic increase in archaeological research, summaiized by Raab et al. ( 1994). San Clemente and Santa Catalina Islands,
and probably San Nicolas Island as well, were occupied at the time of
European contact by populations with cultural affiliations to the Gabrielino
Indians of Los Angeles and Orange counties.

-·-

Eel Point, an erosion-resistant cape of volcanic rock, juts seaward from San C lemente Island's we st shore. Dune formations capping

the point contain extensive, deep and well-preserved cultural deposit~.
Archaeological Site CA-SCLI-43 consisting of four loci (A, B, C, D),
occupying an area of over 2 ha. The site is one of the most extensively
analyzed on San Clemente Island, following over three decades of intermittent investigation, and also among the oldest occupations presently
known for the Channel Islands
The first recorded archaeological investigation of Eel Point was
a brief excavation by M. McKusick and C. Warren in 1958 (McKusick
1d Warren 1959). This work, although it demonstrated well-preserved
tidden deposits containing abundant fauna! remains and artifacts, was

Profile and column sampling work at excavation unit of the 1996 lield school
at the Eel Point site, San Clemente Island .

too b1ief to probe the fu ll extent of the site or assign it an age. In the late
1970s, ~.J. Axford obtained a radiocarbon dale of 8180 ± I LO RyB.P
(Continued on page 3 )
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On behalf of the SCA, I thank Kal for her dedicated service as
Business Office Manager. Through her hard work, professionalism, and
patience, she helped tum our office into a truly professional operation.
She will be especially missed .by the members of the Executive Board,
who turned to her for all kinds of assistance. Like a trooper, she was
always there for the Board and for the membership, and we will all mii
her. Thank you, Kat!
I also want to recognize the many years of devoted service thal,
Connie Cameron has gi\'en the Business Office. For almost two decades,
our Business Office has been associated with Cal State Fullerton. During
that time, Connie has worked with Kat, and the pre\'ious Office Managers, so as to ensure their success. This is the kind of hehind-the-scenes
service that has made the SCA the great organization that it is today. Thank
you, Connie!
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On October 15, Kristina Roper became our new Business Office Manager. Like Kat before her, Kristina is not a stranger to archaeology or the SCA. She received her B.A. in Anthropology from UC Berkeley in 1982, and her M.A. in CRtvf from Sonoma State University in 1993.
She has been a member of the SCA since 1982. In 1986, Kristina served
as our Program Chair for the annual meeting in Santa Rosa. Currently, she
serves as one of our two SCANET webmasters, along with Steve Dondero.
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Kristina lives in Fresno, so that's where our Business Office
will be now. While our phone and fax, and some of the necessary files,
will be at Kristina's home office, most of our files and the SCA Archi\'eS
will be housed in the Department of Anthropology at Cal State Fresno.
Our official mailing address will be al the University. This is a similar
arrangement to that which we enjoyed at Cal State Fullerton. I thank Jot
Pryor, Roger La Jeunesse, and Brian Wickstrom, all of whom made tl
arrangements for housing the SCA office materials on campus. As a formL.
Executive Board memher, John has agreed to assist our new office, much
as Connie did at Fullerton.
The Business Office is an important aspect of the SCA. Not
only does it handle many of the day- to-day operations of our Society, but
it also represents us to the outside world. With Kristina, who is both our
new Office Manager and one of our webmasters, we plan to get a lot of
our Business Office operation online. Be sure to visit our official web
site, SCANET, for more details.
The future promises to be exciting, as the SCA travels down the
Information Highway. I'll see you there I

President's Message

Call for Videos

by Breck Parkman
For the past few months, we've been undergoing a transition in
our SCA Business Office. La9.t t\.ugu9.t, Kathleen Long informed me that

she needed to resign from her job as Business Office Manager, a position
that she had held for more than six years. Kat felt that it was time to do
other things with her life, such as enjoying her new grandchild, helping
her husband build their cabin in the mountains, and participating in some
archaeological fieldwork. Being the conscientious person that she is, Kat
gave two months notice, which allmvcd the Executive Board ample time
to find a replacement for her.
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Have you produced a video or film about an archaeological project, or used video recording to document your finds? Share your visual imagery with
your colleagues in the Video Screening Session at I
the next SCA Annual Meeting at Rohnert Park!
Abstract submittal forms are available in the September 1996 newsletter(or contact Barb Voss at 510848-5773 or voss@qaL bcrkelcy.edu).
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The three early Locus B dates were among the oldest reported
from the southern California coa~t. In fact, Eel Point has been widely
cited as one of the earliest sites on the North ,\merican Pacific coast on
the basis of these dates (Erlandson ai1d Colten 1991; Jones 1991 ). Despite this notoriety, questions remained about the validity of the radiocarbon chronology (Erlandson 1994).

Eel Point Site
(Continued from page 1)
(Ll-4130) on a sample of midden shell from Locus 8. This finding inl1u1ced C. Meighan to focus efforts of three UCLA-NAS North Island coperative field schools in investigation of the Eel Point deposits in 1983,
984 and 1986. Work by Meighan, Salls (1988, 1991) and others from
UCLA revealed over 2 m of well- stratified cultural deposits. This work
produced a large collection of fauna! remains and artifacts, as well as a
stratigraphic series of radiocarbon dates. Under a current Cooperative
Research Agreement (CRA) between NAS Nmth Island and the NCPA,
the authors conducted brief soil-auger tests at Eel Point in 1992 to develop a strategy for future excavations. The goals of this research were
first implemented during the summer and fall of 1994.

Excavation of 1994 llnitB reopened l:CLA's 1986 Unit3, from
which the three oldest of Salls' dates were obtained. Shell and charcoal
samples collected by the authors from the basal stratum of this pit (stratum 11, 250-260 cm below surface) produced ages of 5510 ± 50 (Beta75092) and 5500 ± 160 Ry8.P. (8eta-75555), respecti\·ely. The great difference in age obtained by us and Salls (ca. 4150 years) for the same
cultural stratum was indeed problematic. In an attempt to resolve these
discrepancies, we obtained a sample of charcoal for radiocarbon dating
from the curated UCLA Eel Point collections. This sample, also collected
in 1986 from between 210and 250 cm in UCLA's l'.nit 3, produced a date
of 3600 ± 80 Ry8.P. (8eta-79612). Unit C was excavated off the end of a
reopened 1984 UCLA 1 x 2 m test pit. Samples of shell and charcoal
were recovered for radiocarbon dating from the basal cultuml stratum ( 150160 cm). The resulting dates were 8110 ± 3CXJ RyB.P. (8eta-76021) from
the charcoal sample ai1d 7910 ± 70 RyB.P. (Beta-75093) from the shell
sample. ln addition, a date of 8140 ± 130 RyB.P. \Vas obtained from the
basal stratum (330 cm) of pit 2N/35E.

The 1994 Research
The 1994 excavations at Eel Point were designed to develop a
more detailed cultural chronology, examine vaiiation in the makeup of
midden deposits across the site, and obtain samples of artifacts ai1d fauna!
remains for analysis. We hoped to capitalize on the site's long occupational span to better understand trans-Holocene cultural change, includmg maritime economic intensification (Raab ai1d Yatsko 1992).

Utilizing the full suite of dates collected during 1994, it was
possible to constmct a time line at Eel Point from about 8110 RyB.P (8989
CyB.P.) to 570 RyB.P. (544 CyB.P., cal AD. 1406). This chronology
marks a relatively continuous record of site occupation, with the exception of a gap between about 5,780 ai1d 8000 RyB.P. It remains ai1 open
question, and a focus for future research, whether this gap reflects the
vagaiies of the limited sampling of complex cultuml deposits or a tme
occupational hiatus.

The 1994 fieldwork was conducted as a volunteer-staffed
project, using labor contributed by academic and consulting archaeologists, and advanced graduate students. Equipment and analysis needs were
funded through a grant from the Department of Defense Legacy Resources
Management Program, and logistical support was provided under the 5year CRA by the NAS North Island CRMP.
Prior to excavation testing, the site's deposits were systematically probed with a solid-core, track-mounted soil auger, and by ground:netrating radar. This probing revealed an intact and complex stratigmty, with depths up to five meters. The picture of the site's subsu1face
11.1cture that emerged proved valuable in selecting areas for excavation.
Five pits of val)'ing sizes were excavated during 1994 field season. Three
of these (Units A, 8 and C) examined the stratigraphic profiles preserved
in two of UCLA's 1 x 2 m test units originally excavated in 1984 ai1d
1986, where these earlier excavations were coincidental to areas of interest identified by the coring. We removed the fill from the UCLA pits,
allowing our adjacent test units to be excavated by the cultural strata
exposed in the walls. The two remaining units (2N/35E and 24.5S/77E)
were also excavated in natural levels. The placement of these pits allowed
our work to be compared with previous results obtained by UCLA, and to
examine new areas of this very large site for variation in cultural deposits.
Unit 2N/35E, for example, probed some of the deepest cultural deposits
(3.4 m). Unit~ A, 8 and C sampled areas suspected to be among the oldest
in the site, reaching depths between 1.5 and 2 m. Unit 24.5S/77E salvaged a 2 m-deep portion of the site being lost to natural sea cliff erosion,
sampling an area of the site found have been occupied late in the Holocene.

The marked discrepancies between our dates and UCLA's are
difficult to explain. A number of factors may account for the differences,
including contamination of samples with asphaltum, and deficiencies in
handling ai1d dating their samples. However, our sequence of 1994 dates
did reinforce Erlandson's (1994) conclusion that, based on correlation of
independent age estimates, the oldest cultural deposits at Eel Point have
an antiquity of about 7900 to 8100 RyB.P., or about 8100 to 9CXJO CvB.P.
(Raab et al.1995).
.
Building on Salls' (1988) and other earlier analvses of the Eel
Point Site's evidence on prehistoric fishing economies, th~ refined chronology has provided for new perspectives on the timing, degree and impacts of maritime resource intensification throughout the southern California Bight. Such discussions are too lengthy to cover in this short overview. However, some of these are developed in Raab ct al. (1995) and
Porcasi (1995).
Another recounting of the 1994 fieldwork at Eel Point has recently been published as Chapter3 of Heather Pringle's ( 1996) popu\arlyw1itten overview of North American archaeology.

A principal focus of our 1994 work was to corroborate early
dates asc1ibed to Eel Point. Axford's early date pointed to occupation of
Eel Point during the early Holocene, but the first attempt to date the site
systematically was by Salls (1988), based on 24 radiocarbon dates collected from Loci 8 and C. The most recent Locus 8 date was 2430 ± 75
radiocarbon years 8.P. (UCLA-25328), with the three earliest dates placing initial human occupation of Locus 8 at between 9655 ± 325 Ry8.P.
(UCLA-2758E) and 9870 ± 770 Ry8.P. (UCLA-2758D). Locus C dates
;ported by Salls ( 1988) ranged between 1090 ± 25 Ry8.P. (UCLA-27578)
nd 4500 ± 350 RyB.P. (UCLA-2574).
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Beyond the better understanding of the chronology of prehistoric occupation at CA-SCLI-43, the 1994 fieldwork pn:wided other insights into the stmcture and content of its overall cultural deposit:
•The reopened profile of l'CLA's 1984 unit revealed a house
floor overlooked during that earlier work. Portions of this hard-packed,
calcified living surface, with a posthole at one margin, were examined in
e~cavating Units A and C. Its symmetry suggested an approximately 5
meter-diameter pitl10use stmcture. This was the first such evidence from
(Continued on page 4)
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mammal bones, plus a large assemblage of stone tools and debitage, were
also recovered from this deposit. There can be little doubt that these are
part of the best preserved early Holocene coastal deposits currently known
for the southern California coast.

Eel Point Site
(Continued from page 3)
the site for a feature type pre\'iously noted only from the island's upland
sites (Salls et al. 1993).
• Excavation beneath the house floor in LT nit C exposed the thin,
carbonaceous, mussel-and-abalone midden that produced the dates of 81 l O
± 300 and 7910 ± 70 RyB.P described above. This stratum lies at the very
base of the overall cultural deposit, resting directly on a reddish clay that
is strati graphically lower than the present, off-site marine terrace surface.
The midden lens thickened across its exca\'ated exposure into the unit
wall, suggesting a more extensive and thicker deposit extending away to
the north.
The 1996 Field School

The past summer's field school focused on the back slope area
of the Eel Point deposits, in the lee of the site's dune structure. This area
was chosen because l 994's units A and C showed the whole development
sequence known for Eel Point, spanning over 8000 radiocarbon years, to
be contained in this shallower portion of the site. With a maximum depth
not exceeding two meters, this locus was significantly easier to excavate
than elsewhere in the site, where the earliest deposits are buried under
nearly four meters of sandy Middle through Late Period stratigraphy.
The 19% fieldwork narrowed its research in this area on an
expanded investigation of two results of the 1994 work: the partially
excavated house floor, and the 8100 RyB.P midden. Concurrent goals
were di reeled at continuing exposure and dating of the buried house floor
for comparison with like structures on the island, and to further investigate the extent and content of the early Holocene deposit that underlies
this portion of the site.
Over six weeks from early July to mid-August, the field school's
25 students and five staff opened 11 square meters of the deposit, in the
process excavating approximately 19 m3 of dramatically stratified midden.
Four square meters more of the house floor were exposed contiguous to
the 1994 excavation units. On the basis of supplemental auger probing,
the other 7 m2 were excavated as three dispersed test units located to encounter portions of the early basal stratum.
While consolidation and analysis of collected data are still preliminary, two results are notable. First, portions of at least four new house
floors were exposed. While radiocarbon dates for most of these new floors
are pending, a dense shell stratum filling the 1994 house depression is
now dated at 5590 ± 80 RyB.P. (Beta-95900). This suggests that residential structures were constructed at Eel Point since at least mid-Holocene
times, adding to earlier San Clemente Island data on house structures dating to the middle Holocene (Salls et al. 1993; Raab et al. 1994). It no\V
seems likely that constmction of houses, including semi-subterranean structures, was a common practice on the island for at least the last 5000 years.
Second, this year's work on the basal early Holocene midden
revealed the richness of this cultural component. For instance, nine California mussel (~·lytilus californianus) disk beads were recovered from this
level in three separate excavation units. Direct dating of one of these
beads produced an At.·IS date of 8210 ± 60 RyB.P (Beta-95897). Two
additional samples yielded dates of 8110 ± 90 RyB.P. (Beta-95899) on
shell, and 7160 ± 120 RyB.P. (Beta-95898) on charcoal. In addition, this
stratum produced two hearths containing milling slab fragments. Large
amounts of ash and burned shell surrounded these hearths, seen as evidence of repeated episodes of hearth-cleaning and cooking. Fish and sea

Research at Eel Point will continue into the future. Studies :
the site have contributed significantly to the interpretation of manage
cultural resources on San Clemente Island. Its role in providing a chronc
logical framework in which to place any of the over 7,600 archaeological
sites on the island make its continued preservation and study essential.
The importance of the Eel Point Site for describing and interpreting regional patterns of prehistoric maritime adaptation is also obvious. Research at Eel Point has provided an essential base for the continuing movement of California coastal archaeology away from descriptive
or narrowly culture-historical studies toward construction and testing of
explanatory models (Erlandson 1994; Jones 1991 ; Raab and Yatsko 1992;
Raab et al. 1994, 1995; Salls 1988). Future research will no doubt establish an increasingly important place for California maritime adaptations
within the spectrum of New World hunter-gatherer cultural adaptations,
and sites like Eel Point will be at the forefront of such research.
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ISociety Business & Activities I

Eel Point Site
(Continued from page 4)

1997 Annual Meeting Update

~aab,

L. ~fork, and Andrew Yat~ko
1992 Ancient Maritime Adaptations of the California Bight: A
Perspective from San Clemente Island. In Essays on the
Maritime Prehistory of California, edited by T. L. Jones, pp.
173-193, Publication Number 10, Center for
ArchaeologicalResearch, University of California, Davis.

by Barb Voss, Program Chair·
Mark your calendars: the 31st Annual ~leeting of the Society
for California Archaeology will be held on ~larch 26-30, 1997, in Rohnert
Park, Sonoma County. Watch for registration packets in your mailbox in
late January/early February!

Salls, Roy A.
1988 Prehistoric Fisheries of the California Bight. Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, Department of Anthropology,
University of California, Los Angeles.

The program for the meeting has started to take shape. One
thing I am particularly excited about are the number of workshops we will
have available for conference attendees. E. Breck Parkman is organizing
a workshop on public relations and working with local media. A two-part
workshop about "problematic" discoveries of human remains is also in
the works. Finally, Faith Duncan will conduct a workshop for educators
and interpreters on archaeology in the classroom. This workshop will be
held on Saturday so that teachers from surrounding schools will be able to
attend. Let your local educators know about this opportunity!

1991 Early Holocene Maritime Adaptation at Eel Point, San
Clemente Island. In Hunter-Gatherers of Early Holocene
Coastal California. Perspectives in California Archaeology,
Vol I, edited by J.M. Erlandson and R.H. Colten, pp. 63-80.
Institute of Archaeology, University of California, Los
Angeles.

Just a reminder: the deadline for all abstract submittals is December 15, 1996. If you are part of a committee, group, or association
that would like to schedule a meeting during the program, please contact
me by that date as well. Abstract forms were printed in the September
1996 Newsletter (or call me at 510-848-5773). Abstract submittals can
also be transmitted electronically to <Voss@qal.berkeley.edU>.

Salls, Roy A., L. :Mark Raab, and Katherine Bradford
1993 San Clemente Island Perspective on Coastal Residential
Structures and the Emergence of Sedentism. Journal of
California and Great Basin Anthropology 15: 176-194.

1997Annual Meeting
Cal I for Posters

Finally, Glenn Caruso, Adrian Praetzellis, and I need a few good
volunteers to organize registration, the silent auction, the wine/beer tasting reception, the banquet, news media and publicity, audio-\·isual aids,
program production, the book room, tours, and corporate sponsor solicitation. Please let us know if you would like to chair or participate in a
committee, and if you have a particular committee you are interested in,
let us know that also. Contact me, Adrian (707-664-2381 ), or Glenn (415898-8826) for more info.

Many papers present data which are best conveyed using visual displays: photos, pictures,
graphs, and charts are often more effective than
verbal descriptions of archaeological data. Many
poster presenters find that the opportunity to discuss their presentations personally with viewers
is very rewarding. Furthermore, poster sessions
are on display throughout the entire Annual Meeting, which means they reach a larger audience
than papers given within a symposium. Abstract
submittal forms are available in the September
1996 newsletter (or contact Barb Voss at 510-8485773 or voss@qal.berkeley.edu).

, I

Nominations Being Accepted For
1997 Executive Board Offices
Members of the society have the right to nominate other members to be
placed on the ballot for SCA Executive Board offices. Elections will be
held for the offices of President-Elect, Northern \"ice-President, Southern
Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer. If you know of a member who
you think would be effective in an Executive I3oard office, please contact
the Nominations Committee Chair, Elena Nilsson, or another member of
the Nominations Committee, at the locations listed below. A committee
member will contact the person you nominate to determine whether he or
she is interested in being placed on the ballot.

I

r------------------~

:

Job Announcement

:

Elena Nilsson, Dames and Moore, 60 Declaration Dri\·e, Suite I3, Chico

The Northwest Information Center of the Historical Resource Information System periodically has jobs available in archiving and research. I
I These positions are both permanent part-time and temporary part-time. I
I A list is maintained of people who are interested in possible employ- I
I ment. If you are one of them, please send your resume and any other I
pertinent information to the attention of Leigh Jordan, Coordinator,
Northwest Information Center, Sonoma State Uni\'ersity, 1801 East
• Cotati Avenue, Rohnert Park CA 94928-3609. Phone (707)664-2494; I
Fax (707)664-3947; eMail: nwic.center@sonoma.edu
I

1

CA 95926; phone (916)893-9577.

Tom Wheeler, 7536 Wachtel Way, Citrus Heights, CA 95610; phone
(916)322-1508; FAX (916)327-5779; e-mail: 2thomas@cwo.com

I

I

Anna Noah, 5989 Jackson Dri\·e, La ~lesa, C\ 91942; phone (619)69-12827; E.\X (619)694-2490; e-mail: 103205.414@compusen-e.com

·------------------~
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or Greg Greenway, Mendocino National Forest ·
(916) 934-3316, who will relay messages

Committee Reports
Avocational Society News
by Larry Weigel
Two issues were brought to my attention at the last SCA meeting, the liability insurance problem and the desire of arncational groups
to be included in CRM-related field work. These issues will be brought to
the attention of the SCA board at the November 15th meeting. An SCAsponsored group insurance plan for avocational groups involved in fieldwork could remove a prime obstacle in the path of greater participation by
avocationalists in CRM-related field work opportunities. I will be meeting with Cherilyn Widell, the State Historic Preservation Officer, to discuss her views on increased avocational group participation as a part of
the public involl'ement requirements of Section 106.
In other news, you are all invited to make use of the SCA web
page for posting special events or your monthly schedule of activities.
This would best be accomplished by designating a contact person to work
with the SCA \Vebmasters (Steve Dondero and Kristina Roper). With
their help you can post your logo and group name, along with the phone
number or Net address of a contact person for your event The SCA web
page is at http: //www.scanet.org, and Steve and Kristina are at
webmaster@scanet.org
Finally, you will be getting applications for the annual SCA
avocational society achievement award (the Helen C. Smith Award). Plea<>e
send completed application forms to me by December 31. :tvly mailing
address is Larry Weigel, 2930 Spmce Way, West Sacramento Ca, 9.5691.
If you have any questions on any of the above information, call me at
(916) 372-5740.

Education Committee: California
Heritage Project
by Mary Gorden
The Resource Directory for teachers is on the SCA web pagelook it over. Be sure lo report any changes that need to be made, as well
as any additions. Let your local teachers know tJiat this resource is available to them. Our plans are for more material for teachers on the web
page, as well as news about Archaeology Week.
A number of meetings were held around the state in the last
couple of months in connection with the Student Handbook project The
Central and Northern committees each met twice. The Desert Committee
has now met five times and is making good progress. They have good
contacts with area teachen;, with more coming.
Some sections of the Handbook are available for field testing.
Joyce Johns, a San Jose area teacher, has invented a game to teach prehistoric exchange systems in California. If yon know of a teacher who is
interested in archaeology and would be willing to field-test material, let
us know.
Thanks to all of you who have donated your time to this effort.
Northern contact:

Dr. Joanne ~·lack, Pomona College, Claremont
(909) 607-4278 ef\fail: jmmack@POMONA.edu
Fax: (909) 621- 8576
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Central contact and
project manager:

Mary Gorden, Lcmoncove
both phone and Fax: (209) 597-2373
eMail: magordcn@msn.com

Southern contact:

Anne Duffield-Stoll, University of La Verne
(909) 621-7521
Fax: (909) 392-2709

1997 Archaeology Week Update
by Beth Padon
)

We are half-way to SCA's Archaeology Week for 1997! Our
date for Archaeology week is May 11-18, 1997. Once again, this corresponds with Historic Preservation Week Our theme for 1997 is "}vfessagcs from the Past." We will produce another Archaeology Week events
program, so we need the list of happenings in your area, with location and
a contact name and phone number. The lists are due by Febmary 15,
1997. We must meet this deadline to have the programs ready for the
SCA Annual Meeting in Rohnert Park, ~-larch 26-30.
So far for 1997, Thad Van Bueren is tracking down an artist for
our poster, Joanne Mack has sent out information on the school essay
contest, and Blossom Hamusek has prepared the fl yen; for the school bookmark context
As you talk to avocational groups, libraries, schools, museums,
and others about Archaeology Week, please encourage them to plan a
special event. We want to reach as many people as we can. Rememberwhen some person or group offers to do an event, get the following information: location, time, contact person/phone number, county, the ever•
title, and a brief discussion of the activity. You can also help coordinat
events in your area by helping your county representative; contact me t
find out who your representative is, and join the fun .

If you have any questions or need help, please contact me at
(714) 733-1915, or eMail at BethPadon@aol.com, or write to me at 141
Oval Road, Irvine, CA 92604.
Thanks again for your interest in, and support for, SC' A's California Archaeology Week. With your help, we look fonvard to a great Archaeology Week 1997 1

Call for Proposals James A. Bennyhoff
Memorial Fund Award
by Terry Jones
The Society for California Archaeology invites interested undergraduate
and graduate student SCA members to submit research proposals for support by the James A. Bennyhoff Memorial Fund. The award is intended
to support original research on the prehistory of California and the Great
Basin. Special consideration will be gi>'en to projects consistent with the

scholarly interests of Dr. Bennyhoff in California and Great Basin prehistory, specifically those empha5izing analyses of artifacts in existing museum collections or in regional repositories, and/or those reported in inventories and reports which focus on: I) the development, significant
refinement, and/or modification of time-sensitive typologies, or seriation
studies useful in identifying prehistoric spatial or temporal units,or 2) relating primary data to revision of existing cultural-historical taxonomi
frameworks.
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Fort Ross: The Global Village

(Bennyhoff Memorial Fund (Cont.)

by E. Breck Parkman

'rojects may i1n-olYe more than one subdiscipline of anthropology and
may have objectives beyond those of culture history; nonetheless, a significant portion of the study must involve direct work with artifacts or
other primary source data (e.g., mission registers, historical/archival documents), and must show promise to enhance the scientific understanding
of California or Great Basin prehistory. Research projects must be designed to culminate in a formal research product, such as a thesis, dissertation, or formal refereed publication. In the ca~e of a thesis or dissertation, a formal report describing results of the funded research and its contri bu ti on to the broader study \viii be required.

An exciting project known as "Fort Ross: Global Village" is
about to begin at Fort Ross State Historic Park on the Sonoma coast. It
will involve archaeology, schoolchildren, and the InterNet. The project is
being sponsored by a number of organizations, including the Society for
California Archaeology (SCA), California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR), and the University of California, Berkeley (UCB). Additionally, the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has expressed an interest in becoming a sponsor.
Let me tell you a little about this project. Imagine a world in
which everyone communicated, across all boundaries-political, geographical, or cultural. Through such exchange, we would share the best
of all areas, while still maintaining our own identities. In such a world,
the spirit of brotherhood and cooperation would insure success in most
every venture. In essence, our world would become a "global village."

Funds from the award (up to$ 800) may be used by the recipient for any
purpose directly related to the study: e.g., travel for the purpose of studying collections, photography, illustrations, graphics, radiocarbon or other
analyses. In addition to the monetary award, supplemental support is available for obsidian hydration (up to 100 obsidian hydration readings courtesy of the Obsidian Hydration Laboratory, Sonoma State University) and
source analysis (through Geochemical Research Laboratory).

With the establishment of Settlement Ross ("Fort Ross") in 1812,
a multi-ethnic community appeared on California's :-Jorth Coast. Ethnic
Russians, Native Alaskans, and Native Californians li\·ed and worked together at Ross, sharing and cooperating, while still maintaining their own
identities. Three separate neighborhoods, Russian, Alaskan, and Californian, surrounded Ross' fortified compound. A considerable amount of
intermarriage connected the three, and Settlement Ross became an early
example of a global village.

A letter of application for the Bennyhoff J\femorial Fund Award should
include a concise statement of the research problem to be addressed, a
detailed budget request, and a time-line for the completion of the different
phases of the project. It should be understood by the applicant that the
proposed research and report must be completed within one calendar year
of the receipt of the award. The application letter should be accompanied
by a copy of the student's resume, and a letter of recommendation from
•'1e student's major professor or other knowledgeable project sponsor, and
1ailed to:

Another kind of global ,·illage has appeared in recent years.
By means of the InterNet, citizens around the world have begun to communicate and share among themselves. All who haYe experienced the
lnterNet realize it~ vast potential. The InterNet holds special promise as a
teaching tool for children. The SCA recognizes that by the thought[ul and
proper education of children, we insure continued historic preservation,
and a better world. Thus, Fort Ross: Global Village is a project focused
on the needs of schoolchildren.

'-hair, Bennyhoff ~vfemorial Fund Award Committee
530 3rd St.
Woodland, CA 95695
Any questions about the award should be directed in writing to the above
address. All required materials must be received by the SCA (at the address above) no later than February 1, 1997. If a Memorial Fund Award
recipient is selected, the project title and abstract will be announced during the banquet awards ceremony at the 1997 Annual Meeting of the SCA
in Rohnert Park.

Fort Ross: Global Village will be an online archaeological investigation, conducted by professional archaeologists and guided by elders, scholars, teachers, and (most importantly) schoolchildren, in online
educational endeavors. For example, see ~JayaQuest at http: mecc.com
mayaquest.html, and Virtual Galapagos at http: . ·www.terraquest.com
galapagos.html, for examples of other successful interactiYe projects.

Proceedings Up-Date

Here is how our project will work.. \web site dedicated to Fort
Ross: Global Village is being created and will be online by December
1996. Our address will be: http: tl\\'W\\'.mcn.org·edToss. The site will
feature educational material pertinent to archaeology and the history of
Fo1t Ross. The park's EnYironmental LiYing Program \ELP) will be featured, as will living history. There will be lots of graphics and short texts
relevant to Fort Ross. There will also be a~srnted teaching plans focused
on the history of Fort Ross, which will allow teachers and students to
explore the site's colrnful and significant history, and the concept of archaeology. Working together, professional archaeologists and local elemental)' school teachers will create stimulating exercises for classroom
use.

by Judyth Reed
Twenty-three papers from the 1996 SCA Annual meetings have been submitted for publication in the next Proceedings. One previously unsubmitted
paper from the 1995 meetings and two from the 1994 meetings also will
be included. Papers are being edited now, and authors will soon be receiving edited drafts for review. The effort by all the authors to comply
with the guidelines for submission is deeply appreciated. It looks like all
the papers have come in the requested disk and program format, which
greatly facilitates the editing job. Thanks to all of you for the effort.

Several archaeological and historical projects will be conducted
at Fort Ross. The most important will occur in the spring of 1998. when
(Continued on page 8)
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Fort Ross (Cont.)
an archaeological team under the direction of Dr. Kent Lightfoot and Otis
Parrish of UCB will conduct a 4-8 week field project. A dozen or more
grade schools are being selected to participate electronically in the investigation; we call these the "village schools." The schools will consist of
elemental)· schools in Marin, Sonoma, and f.1endocino counties, California, as well as in Kodiak and Sitka, Alaska, and lvloscow, St. Petersburg,
Irkutsk, Nornsibirsk, and Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, Russia. The California schools have already been selected, and the schools in Alaska and
Russia are heing finalized.
At Fort Ross, educational consultants, working with the archaeologists and historians, will develop on-site lesson plans that can be uploaded on the weh page daily, and downloaded hy teachers in the village
schools, and by other teachers elsewhere who are interested in following
the project in their own classrooms. There are many potential study topics
which can be incorporated into the project. A study plan focused on the
ecological relationship betweens human, sea otter, ahalonelsea urchin, and
kelp is now being prepared with the help of biologists. Other topics for
which teaching plans are being prepared include Russian ship-building
history (six boats were built at Ross), fauna! analysis and diet, and ethnicity
and gender in the archaeological record.
During the course of the project, the archaeologists will share
the results of their investigation with the students, and in the village schools,
the students will examine the findings (hy way of graphics and interviews
with the archaeologists) and help direct the course of the investigation,
hased on their own research, and interviews with community elders and
scholars. The students and teachers of the village schools will conference
online with the researchers at Fort Ross. Of course, students in the local
village schools will be able to visit Ross during the project, and participate
in the excarntion and/or laboratory analyses on certain occasions. Their
impressions of the experience will be recorded and uploaded on the web
page, so that students at the village schools in Alaska and Russia, and
elsewhere in the world, will be able to experience Ross through the eyes
and \"oices of their gradeschool peers.
In addition to selecting village schools, we will target local scholars in each community to assist with local arrangements and guide the
local research. By identifying local scholars as sponsors, and providing
lesson plans for the teachers, we insure that the project will have a successful educational component. For example, photographs and descriptions of archaeological finds will be uploaded on the web page, and the
students will be asked to research and identify the materials. In so doing
they will be encouraged to talk to their community elders and family mem
hers about their cultural heritage. Through the InterNet, the students will
also be able to discuss the findings with their peers in the other target
schools. One of the primary goals of the project is to encourage communication across cultural, political, and generational boundaries. We will
also seek to instill a pride in cul turn! awareness, a recognition of the benefits of cultural diversity, and an appreciation for archaeology.
A host of organizations and individuals are getting involved in
this project. For example, Amy Steffian, Curator of the Alutiiq Museum
in Kodiak, Alaska, has volunteered her museum to serve as our liaison to
the schools on Kodiak Island. Aron Crowell of the Smithsonian Arctic
Studies Center (ASC) in Anchorage is exploring ways to do the same thing
there. You can check out the ASC's weh site at http: //nmnh.si.edu/arctic/
.In California, Patricia Friedel, Curator of the new California Indian tl.-luseum at the San Francisco Presidio has volunteered her museum to serve
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as liaison to San i-:ram;isco area schools. Mark Morton, Head Teacher of
lvlendocino Grammar School has arranged for a free web site, and Nancy
Doyle, of Horicon School, has air,mged to have the web site developed.
Alice Wittig, Head Librarian of the Mendocino School District, is heading up efforts to identify recommended reading materials. Andrej Broido
of l J.C. San Diego has volunteered to serYe as our translator, and wil
prepare Russian html copy.
The Fort Ross project is more than a scientific undertaking.
Indeed, by examining the archaeological and historical record of fo1t Ross,
we will emphasize cooperation and good will among the inhabitants of an
even greater global village. The project stresses communication across
all boundaries: geographical. cultural, political, and generational. Although
the project is an interacti\·e scientific endearnr, it brings the message of
peace, and the understanding that peace is better than conflict That was
the case during the earlier era of Fort Ross, and it remains the case today.
Children participating in the project will be left with a model of cooperation and good will, which hopefully will make their world more secure.
Fort Ross: Global \'illage is charting new and exciting territory, and I am certain that it will have a positive impact on all those who
participate in it. I am excited about the work that lies ahead, the lessons
worth teaching, and the lessons worth learning. If anyone has suggestions concerning the project or would like to volunteer to help out, please
contact me at (tel.) 707/938-1519 or e~fail 75263.3037@compuserve.com

Kelso Conference
by Don Laylander
The Kelso Conference on the PrehistOl)' of the Mojave and
Colorado deserts will hold its next annual meeting in the fall of 1997. For
the first time, a theme has been set for the session: "The Relation of
Environmental and Cultural Change in Desert Prehistory." Researche1
and students are im'ited to present papers on this theme, as well as volur
leered papers on other topics. Participation at the informal conference i
limited to those who contribute papers. Details as to date and place of the
meeting, and where to submit abstracts, will be announced later.

Recent and On-Going
Research
CA-SAC-166: The Natoma Site
by Gary Maniery
PAR Environmental Services, Inc.
This prehistoric site was first recorded by Robert F. Heizer in
1949 as a mound located on a tributary of the American River. In 1961,
Charles Gebhardt of Sacramento Junior College conducted excavations
at the site and unearthed over 3,.500 artifacts. The work was conducted
because of proposed modifications to the existing freeway off-ramp. Three
decades have passed, and the City of Folsom and Caltrans are planning to
improve the interchange at this location.
PAR archaeologists discovered what seemed to be a small remnant of the Natoma Site during a smface survey and conducted additional
work at the site in 1995. Limited test excavation and mechanical soil
probes were used to investigate visihle midden deposits. These tests lea1
(Continued on page 9
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by John Johnson

The Natoma Site (Cont.)
An increase in publication outlets for studies relevant to California archaeology has made it difficult to keep abreast of the latest breaking advancements in theory, method, and substanti\·e findings. In an effort to resolve this common problem, this column highlights new publications of interest to our membership. Included in the publication list, as
well, are a few references overlooked in the first installment of this series
(see SCA Newsletter 29(3 ):21-23).

1s to believe that significant portions of this prehistoric mound still remain.
The State Office of Historic Prese!>'ation recently concurred with
our Section 106 Detennination of Eligibility, and PAR is now preparing
Finding of Effect and !vlemornndum of Agreement (tv!OA) documents.
Uv!OA). The ~IOA will outline the necessary mitigation measures that
will be implemented prior to construction. Part of the plan includes analyzing the existing aitifact collection that was never adequately addressed
in the 1960s. We also will assure that the proposed interchange improvements will not affect any significant deposits that may remain.

An ever-growing number of studies is being published pe1taining to California Indians and their prehistory. Some landmark studies
have appeared recently, including Michael Glassow's Purisimeno Chwnash
Prehistory, Randy h.lilliken'sATime ofLittle Choice, and Bill }vkCawley's
The First Angelinos. These and other studies on ethnohistOI)' will app~ar
in the next issue of the Newsletter.

The final report on these investigations will be available from
PAR by December; contact Gary at (916) 739-8356 or write to PAR Environmental Services, l 906 21st Street, Sacramento, CA 95816.

Because I assume most SCA members are subscribers to the
Journal of California and Great Basin Antl1ropology, I have not listed tl1e
contents of recent issues. Its editor-in-chief, tvlark Sutton, and his staff
are to be congratulated for being nearly caught up; the Journal was se\·eral years behind in publication date when Sutton took over the helm.
This bibliography, furthe1more, does not include citations to some excellent work being published in archaeological society journals within our
state. Most people working in a paiticular part of California will alreadv
·
be aware of these.

Excavations at An Early Rancho
in Orange County
by Stephen R. Van Wormer
Walter Enterprises
Archaeologists have encountered the remains of the earliest
rancho in the community of Olive, an unincorporated section of Orange
County east of the City of Orange. Stephen R. Van Wormer of Walter
~nterprises and John F. Elliott of Elliott Research Associates are leading
ie excavation. The area under study was part of Rancho Santiago de
anta Ana, grnnted to Juan Pablo Grijalva in 1801, and to the family of
vrijalva 's son-in-law Jose Antonio Yorba in 1809. A copy of a circa-1800
map (disefio) of the rancho shows a house, designated Casa de Yorba, in
the general vicinity of the current project The archaeological remnants
lie under approximately 2_ ft of flood-deposited soils. Three separate
major flooding episodes can easily be detected in the site stratigraphy.

If you know of recent work pertaining to the California region
that is not listed here, please bring it to my attention by sending a reference, reprint, or photocopy of the title page. My address is: Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History, 2559 Puesta de! Sol, Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(e-mail: anthro@sbmnh.rain.org).

Archaeology (Published Out-Of-State)
Arnold, J.E.
1995 Transportation Innovation and Social Complexity among
Maritime Hunter-Gatherer Societies. American
Anthropologist 97(4):733-747.

Archaeological remnants include a kitchen refuse dump and
portions of a packed earthen floor covered with approximately l/4 in. of
lime. As presently defined, tl1e floor appears to measure approximately
18 by 25 ft; however, the northern and eastern edges have not yet been
found.

Arnold, J. E., and A. Munns
l 994 Independent or Attached Specialization: The Organization
of Shell Bead Production in California. Journal of Field
Archaeology 21:473-489.

Artifacts include large quantities of butchered cow bone and tl1e bones of
other domesticated animals, paddle-and-anvil-manufactured Mission
brownware, shell and glass beads, polished bone tubes, bottle glass, Blown
Three Molded glassware, transfer and edge-decorated English pearl ware,
and groundstone fragments.

Barker, L. R., R. Allen, and J. G. Costello
1995 The Archaeology of Spanish and ,\[exican Alta California.
In: J. E. Ayres (compiler), The Archaeology ofSpanish and
Afexican Colonialism in the American Southwest, pp. 3-21.

The giuundstone includes pieces made of

local materials, as well as mano and metate fragments of black vesicular
tvlexican basalt. The only other Mexican artifacts are a few small fragments of lead-glazed ("Galera") earthenware. A deposition date of sometime between 1820 and 1835 for the kitchen refuse is suggested by the
Blown Three t-.folded glassware and edge-decorated pearl ware. The presence of edge-decorated wares in the flood-deposited sand covering the
floor suggests that floods destroyed the structure sometime before 1835.

Guides to tl1e Archaeological Literature of the Immigrant
Experience in America No. 3, The Society for Historical
Archaeology.
Connolly, T. J., J. t-.L Erlandson, and S. E. ,\lor.ris
l 995 Early Holocene Basketry· and Cordage from Daisy C;n e, San
Miguel Island. American Antiqzzitv 60(2):309-318.

Excavations will continue in August and September. Local inerest in the project has been high, and local television stations and news>apers have cm·ered the excavations.
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Fischman, .I.
1996 California Social Climbers: Low \\'ater Prompts High Status.
Science 2n:8ll-812.
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Deposits: .-\Simulation Approach. Geoarclu1eology
7(3 ): 185-208.

Recent Publications
(Continued from page 9)

Raab, L. 1'.lark, K. Bradford, J. E Porcasi, and W. .I. Howard
1995 Return to Little Harbor, Santa Catalina Island, California:
A Critique of the :\larine Paleotemperature Model.
American Antiquity 60(2):287-308.

Fox, A ., C. Heron, and ~I. Q . Sutton
1995 Char.i.cte1ization of Naturnl Products on Native American
Archaeological and Ethnographic .t-.-laterials from the Great
Basin Region, U.S. A.: A Preliminary Study. Archaeometry
37(2):363-375.

Shackley, ~I. S.
1995 Sources of Archaeological Obsidian in the Greater
American Southwest: An l lpdate and (Juantitati,·e
Analysis. American Antiquity 60(3):531-551.

Glassow, 1'1. A.
1996 Purisimen-o Chumash Prehistory: Maritime Adaptations
along the Southern California Coast. Case Studies in
Archaeology. Fort Worth: Harcourt Brnce College
Publishers.

Stacey, R. , A. Fox, C. Heron, and ~I. Q. Sutton
1995 Chemical Charncterization of Resins Used by Native
Americans in the Southwestern Great Basin, U.S.A. Jn: M.
M . \\' right and J. H. Townsend (eds.), Resins: Ancient and
Modem , pp. 1CXl-105. Scottish Society for Conservation
and Restoration, Edinburgh.

Gobalet, K. W., and T. L. Jones
1995 Prehistoric Native American Fisheries of the Central
California Coast. Transactions of the American Fisheries
Society 124:813-823.

Sutton, M. Q.
1995 Archaeological Aspects of Insect Use. Journal of
Archaeological Method and Theory 2(3):253-298.

Hildebrand, J. A, and tvl. B. Hagstmm
1995 Obsen·ing Subsistence Change in Native Southern
California: The Late Prehistoric Kumeyaay. Research in
Economic Anthropology 16:85-127.

Sutton, td. Q., and B. S. Arkush
1996 Archaeological Laboratory A-Jethods: An l11trod11ctio11 .
Kendall/H unt, Dubuque, Iowa.

Hughes, R. E.
1994 Jntrnsource Chemical Variability of Artefact-Quality
Obsidians from the Casa Diablo Area, California. Journal of
Archaeological Science 21 :263-271.
Jones, T. L.
1996 Mortars, Pestles, and Division of Labor in Prehistoric
California: A View from Big Sur. American Antiquity
61(2):243-264

Walker, PL.
1996 Integrative Approaches to the Study of Ancient Health: An
Example from the Santa Barbara Channel Area of Southern
California. In: A. Perez-Perez (ed.), Notes 011 Pop11/atio11al
Sig11ificance of Pa/eopatho/ogical Conditions: Health,
ll/11ess and Death in the Past, pp. 98-105. Fudacio L1riach,
Barcelona.

Jones, T. L., and J. R. Richman
1995 On ~ !ussels: i\-~ytilus califomianus as a Prehistoric Resource.
North American Anthropologist 16:33-58.

Whitley, D. S.
1994 Sha1Tumism and Rock Art in North America. Special
Publication 1. Rock A rt Foundation, Inc., San Antonio,
Texas.

Kennett, J.P.. and B. L. Ingrnm
1995 A 20,0<XJ-Year Record of Ocean Circulation and Climate
Change from the Santa Barbara Basin. Nature 377:510-514
Larson, Daniel 0.
1994 California Climatic Reconstructions. Journal of Jnterdisci
pli11ary History 25(2):225-253.

Archaeology (Published in California)
Arnold,J. E.
1994 Studies in Prehistoric Sociopolitical Complexity in the
Northern Channel Islands and Preliminary Findings from
Prisoners Harbor. Jn: W. L. Halvorson and G. J. tv!aender
(eds.), The Fourth California Islands Symposium: Update
011 the Status ofResources, pp. 193-200. Santa Barbarn
Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara.

Lightfoot, K. G.
1995 Culture Contact Studies: Redefining the Relationship
between Prehistoric and Histmical Archaeology. American
Antiquity 60(2): 199-217.
LightfcxJt, K. G., T. A. Wake, and A. rvl Schiff
1993 NatiYe Responses to the Russian 1'iercantile Colony of Fort
Ross, Northern California. Journal ofField Archaeology,
20:161-175.

Bennyhoff, J. A., and D. A. Fredrickson
1994 Toward a New Tcnonomic Frameworkfor Ce11tral
California Archaeology, R. E. Hughes (editor).
Contributions of the University of California
Archaeological Research Facility No. 52.

~loss,

M. L., and J. .\!. Erlandson
1995 Reflections on '.':orth American Pacific Coast Prehistory.
Journal of World Prehistory 9( 1): 1-45.

Pierce, C
1992 Effects of Pocket Gopher Burrowing on Archaeological
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Sutton, M. Q., tvl. ~!alik, and A. Ogram
1996 Experiments on the Determination of Gender from
Coprolites from DNA Analysis. Journal ofArchaeological
Science 23(2):263-267.

(Continued on page 11 )
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Recent Publications
(Continued from page 10)
·eschini, G. S., and T. Haversat (editors)
1995 Papers 011 California Prehistory: -I. Archives of California
Prehistory No. 41. Coyote Press, Salinas.
Breschini, G. S., T. Haversat, and J. Erlandson (compilers)
1996 California Radiocarbon Dates. Eighth Edition. Coyote
Press, Salinas.

Peterson, R. P, Jr.
1994 Archaeological Settlement Dynamics on the South Side of
Santa Cruz Island. In: \\'. L. l lalrnrson and CJ. J. :'-. lacndcr
(eds.), The Fourth California Islands S)mposiwn: Update
on the Status of Resources, pp. 215-222. Santa Barhara
Museum of Natural History, Santa Barhara.
Salls, R. A. (editor)
i995 The Shobhan Paul Site (CA -LAN-958): Archaeological
Investigations of a Coastal :'-..lillingstone Hori zon
Occupation. Archives of California Prehistory No. 43.
Coyote l'ress, Salinas.

Coleman, C. D. , and K. \Vise
1994 Archaeological 1-ield Research by Los Angeles J\luseumChannel Islands Biological Survey 1939-i941. In: W. L.
Halvorson and G. J. l\laender (eds.), The Fourth California
Islands Symposium: Update 011 the Status of Resources, pp.
183-i 92. Santa Barbara l\foseum of Naturnl History, Santa
Barbara.

Schwartz, S. J.
i 994 Ecological Ramifications of Historic Occupation of San
Nicolas Island. In: \V. L. Halrnrson and G . .I. ~laender
(eds.), The Fourth California Islands Symposium : Update
011 the Status of Resources, pp. 170-180. Santa Barbara
l\foseum of Natural History, Santa Barbara.
Yohe, R. M., and S.-tvl. Valdez
1996 Archaeological Investigations at the Breakfast Canyon Rock
Shelters, Death Valley National .Ho11111ne11t, Inyo Co1111ty.
California : Shoshoni Food Storage and Horticulture in the
Southwestern Great Basin. CSU Bakersfield l\ luseum of
Anthropology Occasional Papers in Anthropology l\o. fr
California State University, Bakersfield .

Colten, R. H.
1994 Prehistoric Animal Exploitation, Environmental Change,
and Emergent Complexity on Santa Cmz Island, California.
In: W. L. Hal\'orson and G. J. Maender (eds.), The Fourth
California lsla11ds Symposium: Update 011 the Statlls of
Resources, pp. 20l-2i4. Santa Barbara Museum of Natural
History, Santa Barbarn.
Elsasser, A. R., and PT. Rhode
1996 Further Notes 011 California Channstones. Archives of
California Prehistory No. 38. Coyote Press, Salinas.

Native Americans And
Archaeology: A Viewpoint

Glassow, 1\1. G .
i 996 Archaeological Research on Santa Rosa Island. In: K. B.
Allen (ed.), Island of the Cowboys: Santa Rosa Island, pp.
i47-i67. Occasional Paper 7 . Santa Cruz Island
Foundation, Santa Barbara.

by Francis A. Riddell
It is an axiom that one should take care \\'hen discussing religion and politics, as such discussions tend to generate more heat than
light, and thus to be counter-productive. ,\ny consideration of the relations between Nati\'e Americans and archaeologists, in my \'ie\\', includes
both religion and politics. I-or this reason I am reticent to address the
problem and to express my viewpoint. Despite my hesitancy, ho\\'e,·er, I
will present a dimension to the problem that is, to my kno\\'ledge, seldom
considered.

Glassow, 1\.1. G., D. J. Kennett, J. P Kennett, and L. R. Wilcoxon
1994 Confirmation of Middle Holocene Ocean Cooling Inferred
from Stable isotope Analysis of Prehistoric Shells from
Santa Cruz island, California. ln: W. L. Halvorson and G. J.
lvlaender (eds.), The Fourth California !sla11ds .'i)mposium:
Update 011 the Status of Resources, pp. 223-232. Santa
Barbarn Museum of Naturnl I listory, Santa Barbara.

The dimension to which 1 make reference is this: \\'ith the msh
to "give back" museum collections, elements of Nati,·e ,\mcrican heritage of inestimable cultural value are slated for destruction or loss. Some
argue that the religious view of history handed down by Nati\·c American
oral tradition supersedes scientific inquiry about the past. "Yet many Indi ans believe that trnditional and scientific ,·i c\\' points can coexist. If an
Indian group chooses to rebury museum collections, they are making a
decision that is irreversible for other Indians an<l for the rest of us. T he
void left by the loss of archaeological collections can only be filled by
New Age thinkers and pan-Indian idealists whose platitudes arc a long
cry from the significant and interesting facts which can he obtained about
the past through archaeology. It is imperati\'C, in my \'icw, that the Indians and the archaeologists create a bond \\'hich will lead to the full es t
revelation of the ancient past.

Jones, T. L., and G. Waugh
1995 Central California Coastal Prehistory: A View from
Little Pico Creek. Perspectives in California Archaeology,
vol. 3. Institute of Archaeology, University of California,
Los Angeles.
McGuire, K.
1995 Test fa:cavatio11s at CA-FRE-61, Fres110 Cou11ty,
California. CSU Bakersfield Museum of Anthropology
Occasional Papers in Anthropology No. 5. California State
University, Bakersfield.
Nelson, N. C.
1996 fa:cavatio11 of the Emeryville Shel/mound, 1906: Nels C.
Nelson's Final Report. J. M. Broughton (transcriber).
Archaeological Research Facility, Berkeley.

Some 70 years ago \\'hen, as a youngster, I hegan an inte rest in
archaeology-or what passed for archaeology-the rules of the game
were relatively simple. For the mos t part, the "mies" did not include the
possible concerns of the Indians. ,\s with most other elements in our
(Continued on page 12!
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shared a common interest in the scientific presen•ation of the past. I would
like to use my own background as a partial illustrntion of this concern.
Until my retirement from state sen•ice with the Department of Parks and
Recreation, I was the senior archaeologist for the State of California.
Except for the title and pay, I was the State Archaeologist. I perceived
myself as so-being, and this perception was a reality shared by most
my peers. During my tenure in office (1956- 19!W) I was the archaeol•
gist in charge of problems dealing with the extensirn state highway, par
and water development programs. I do not want to dwell upon the efficacy of my efforts, but suffice it to say I was in a position to hire numerous people to do the actual field sun·eys and excavations. At that time,
and even before, I recognized the importance of Native American input to
these projects. I cannot recall any project in which I did not attempt to
contact Native Americans to see if they could make a contribution to my
effort My archaeological surveys in the numerous water development
projects in northern California were greatly facilitated by the inrnlvement of Native Americans. Such people as Elmer Smith, Tom Epperson,
Herb Young, Lizzie Enos, ~farie Potts. Frank Day, Brian Bea\·er, Leland
Scott, and Jack Martin were never compensated for their time, but they
were willing to assist in having a record made of the old village and camp
sites and cemeteries, as well as the physiographic features of their home
territories. With the time available to me I went out of my way to involve
these people, and in addition was in a position to hire younger Indians on
a seasonal basis to assist in the surveys, excavations, and laboratory work
on numerou s archaeological projects in California.

Native Americans
.

.

(Continued from page 11)

society, Indian concerns were not solicited, and if gi,·en, were seldom
heeded. The attitude was, to paraphrase S.I. Hiyakawa, that "The country
hclongs to us hecause we stole it fair and square." The land now hclongs
to the federal, state and local governments, or is in private hands. t-.·lost
people believed that the Indians had hcen provided areas in which they
ll\"ed, and thus e\·erything was as it was meant to be. As time passed,
however, there were elements in the society that developed a social conscience and felt we should pay for the land we had legally stolen from the
Indians. The Indian Claims Case was designed to pay for all of the land
that was expropriated from the Native Americans. Now that we had all
the land, we could afford to have a touch of guilt, so we paid for all of the
land we took. Such a deal!
When some Indian groups realized that affluent America was
prone to feelings of guilt, they took it a step farther and began to demand
a significant role in decisions about their past, particularly as regards cemeteries. This seemed like a reasonable proposition. We members of the
dominant society were already beginning to feel better about ourselves, in
that we had taken substantive steps in rectifying (to our mind) the initial
land grab; now it was possible to smooth things over hy passing laws
protecting the ancient burial grounds. Next, we made it possible to go the
whole way and give back to the Indians all museum collections which any
tribal group claimed to be part of their heritage. Wow! This looked like a
win-win situation. White society assuaged its guilt and the Indians got
back their heritage.

In some of our project areas, especially on the west side of the
San Joaquin Valley, it was not possible to find Indian sun·ivors who could
provide data on the early days. Nonetheless, I always made an effort to
see if there were Indians who might have knowledge about the area we
were investigating. In other areas of my research, whether in another
state (including Alaska) or in Peru, I have recognized the importance of
involving local native people in my archaeological projects. It simply
makes good sense to work with these people so that a connection with the
present can be made with the past. In all cases I found the local peopl
interested and concerned and extraordinarily helpful. They could see th
value of recording and presen·ing this information.

Somewhere along the line, the reasoned practice of archaeology came to be identified as part of the attack upon Native American
cultural heritage. State and federal laws were enacted which essentially
put the archaeologists where the Indians had been sinceA.D. 1492, when
the Europeans initiated thei r dominance in the New World. To many, this
was our just reward for desecrating the past. At least the Indians' past.
Unfortunately, this attitude. which is so prevalent now, essentially puts an
end to any further elucidation of the ancient past of the very people the
new laws claimed to support. But Indians activists were on a roll and
needed political clout. Beating up on archaeology was a tactic used hy
many Indians as a means of getting on with their political agenda. The
archaeologist was perceived to be the enemy and thus provided politicians an easy way to look good by crying, "Lo, the poor Indian," without
gi,·ing any real thought to the stand they were taking. After all, their
voting constituent5 still had some guilt they were trying to get rid of, so
why not give the Indians "back" the artifacts housed in the museums of
the nation? After all, the museums needed the space. What a wonderful
situation, the Indians were getting their sacred stuff hack, the museums
could cut back on staff and save space and money, and the American public could feel good about doing something for the Indians after centuries
of taking from them. Everyone by now was feeling warm and fuzzy.. . that
is, everyone except the archaeologists!

I must confess, however, that I did not ask their permission to
excavate in unmarked cemeteries or in the village sites. In fact, there
were comments which made it clear that digging graves was something of
which most Indians were not in favor. As Indian people gained some
political clout, I and other archaeologists were forced to recognize this
conflict as a problem. In the realm of fieldwork, this problem is now
being handled with the involvement of Indian monitors on most archaeological projects. The important thing is that now the Indians and the archaeologists are committed to dialog. This dialog was not possible in the
past, as long as archaeologists would "speak" only to the dead Indians,
not the live ones. If the Indians had been more broadly involved in archaeology far earlier, we would be much farther down the road to an understanding of a mutually acceptable approach to the excavation of the
past.

Once again, caring Americans, without recognizing what they
are really doing, have been assisting some Indians in further destruction
of their cultural heritage. The administrators and politicians, by and large,
couldn't care less, particularly if they could remove the thorn from their
side and abrogate their responsibility toward the care and presen·ation of
collections in their trust Their attitude, which is so prevalent now, essentially puts an end to any further scientific elucidation of an ancient past
that has no written record. It puts decisions in the hands of individuals
with a purely religious attitude, and leaves out those who believe that
religion and science can complement one another.

The solution to the problem of a lost heritage is simple (as I see
it), but not likely to be accepted, considering all of the vicissitudes facing
it. First of all. there must he a moratorium on the "give-away" of mu~eum
collections, including human remains. Secondly, there must be a greater
Native American involvement in collections management and scientific
study. That's it! The university and public agency administrators, as well
as the politicians, must be told to get hack on the job and meet their responsibilities in the care and protection of our collective patrimony.

Yet there have always been archaeologist~ and Indians who have

The only ones who can effectively tell the administrators, politicians, and the lay public to "cool it" are the Native Ame1icans them
(Continued on page 13)
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values are they likely to have, if any, and just how much effort are they
\Vorth? I've been pondering this question for some time and I'd like to
share some of the reasons I think poorly documented linear resources ha1·e
data potential. Yes, I'm talking Criterion D. Sound crazy? Let me explain.

Native Americans
(Continued from page 12)
selves. One might ask why Native Americans would want to put pressure
m museums to take good care of archaeological collections. After all, the
·ecent aim of many Indian groups ha~ been to control, and in numerous
nstances to destroy, these important cultural items by reburial. l'vly answer is that many Indians realize that with the present rate of change in
land use and development, vestiges of the Native American past are endangered as never before. These finite values are being swept away al an
unprecedented rate. If archaeology is not fully implemented, the Native
Americans will hmT lost control of their past except for what has been
heretofore preserved in written form or in memories of people now in
their terminal years.

The most obvious data potential all linear resources possess
stems from the fact that they are quite literally the connective tissue of the
cultural landscape. They link areas of human activity and as such, they
speak to more than themselves. For example, a poorly documented ditch
may not be important as a structure, but it may well serYe as a valuable
tool for predicting the locations of other associated resource types such as
placer mining areas, farms, and habitation sites. And the types of habitation sites associated with such water cotl\"eyance systems aren't limited to
such predictable resources as a miner's or ditch tender's camps, either.
They may also include displaced historic-period Nati,·e American habitations - a pattern common in the ~!other Lode region.

Possibly the religious values of many Native Americans do transcend archaeological investigations into their past. But organized Indian
groups who beat up on archaeologists, and fight to rebury museum collections, must understand that their buried past is being erased at an astounding rate, never to be seen again, due to the path of "progress." This is not
something which can be put on hold. Decisions made now will affect the
Native American patrimony for all time.

Secondly, some linear resources may also have data value because they represent vernacular constructions that remain unknown or
poorly documented. Detailed study of such properties has the potential to
shed light on an aspect of history that is thus poorly known, if at all. The
water control systems constructed under the aegis of the Spanish, as well
as those constructed by Chinese placer miners and Native American
horticulturalists spring to my mind as likely candidates.

If knowledge of the Native American past is of any significance to Indian groups and individuals, then they must realize that this
knowledge is impossible to have without archaeology! The Native Americans and the archaeologists must present a united front, working together
to preserYe and interpret this fragile and finite resource ... the buried
past

It is my contention that at least some poorly documented linear
resources should actually receive more rigorous field documentation than
their better known counterpart~. \Vhat do I mean by 'more rigorous?' Only
that the actual alignment of the linear resource should be field verified
along its entire route before it is written off as ineligible, if there is a
reasonable potential that it can be used to predict the location of other
associated resources.

(Note: The views expressed here are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Society.)

There's one more thing I've been grappling with a lot lately.
Linear resources often pose interesting documentation problems because
they consist of dynamic systems that may have been expanded or 'improved' through time. I tend to handle large systems built durino se\·eral
different episodes of construction as districts with historically defined elements. The Los Angeles Aqueduct is an excellent example of such a
resource, with the initial system completed in 1913, an extension added in
the 1930s, and a second parallel aqueduct completed in 1972. Interestingly, that system is also associated with nearly l(XJ construction camps
and other ancillary activity areas, which nicely illustrates my pre\·ious
discussion. Different periods of construction and ongoing use also raise
questions about the period of significance for the resource, with attendant
implications for integrity or loss thereof. I guess such properties could
alternatively be broken out into separate entities, but I don't fa\·or that
approach. So what do you think? I can be reached at (916) 653-1.+~7 or
by eMail at Trnnbuer@trmx3.dotca.gov. Drop me a line.

Some Linear Thinking
by Thad M. Van Bueren
Maybe I've been working too long on highway projects. I just
keep running across those linear resources. Ditches. Roads. Transmission lines. Railroad grades. Pipelines. Trails. Flumes. Tramways. Even,
dare I mention it, highways. You know the type. Long, narrow, and only
a little piece of it 1s in your study area. Whatcha gonna do?
Well, there arc a lot of different perspectives of course . How to
record them. How to evaluate them. How much effort to put into it.
Whether or not to even bother. And, of course, who is qualified to conduct the work. Perhaps you've had some personal experience with such
matters? Let me pull on your ear for a moment.

Digging History

So, okay, first off everyone recognizes linear resources have
potential value as constructions. We're talking National Register Criterion C in the regulatory parlance. The National Register also indicates
such properties are also occasionally listed for their associations with important events and almost never for their associations with important
people. For historic-period linear resources, greater documentation tends
to be correlated with a higher potential for eligibility to the National Register. Happily, the more documentation that is available, the easier it is to
record such properties. Recordation in such cases can take the form of a
sample sm-Yey, with historic maps used to illustrate the overall configuration of the property.

~fter

by Munson Kwok and Paul Chace
The Chinese Historical Society of Southern California acknowledged the contributions of archaeology to the Chinese American experience at their annual Fall Awards Dinner on F1iday eYening, '\oYember 1,
1996, at the Empress Pavilion Restaurant in Los Angeles. The e,·ening
affair was entitled Digging History as the Society's shorthand \\'a\ of expressing admiration and appreciation for the special contrihuti~ns of a
unique group of individuals and enlightened organizations. Fi\-e honorees and their contributions were presented to the assembled Societ\· members. The honorees were recognized for ha1·ing forged foundatio;1s for
(Continued on page l..J.)

But what about all those linear resources that don't show up
a reasonable amount of prefield historical research? What kinds of
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itJ, the "l'vffA", was recognized as an organization which has gone ahoveand-beyond the call of duty in compliance with environmental law in managing cultural resources. Sensitive to the local community, the l\ITA provided suppott for the investigation, interpretation, community education,
and preservation of the archaeological heritage of L.A.'s Old Chinatown
beneath Union Station. Highly concerned for safety, the i\ffA success·
fully coordinated the recovery of the archaeology, which long had beer
butied under 14 feet of fill soils beneath an operating station and transi1
facilities. Now the NITA has presented the 200,000 artifacts of the Old
Chinatown collection to the Society, along with a funded endowment for
its curation. The lvITA was represented at the dinner by Terry i\-latsumoto.

Digging History
(Continued from page 13)
Chinese American history through the science of archaeology.
Society President Jeffrey Tung introduced the award ceremonies to the crowd with a special commentary. "Cloaked in the now popularized, mythical drama of romance and adventure-plus a lot of real gravel,
dirt, and dust- these serious and dedicated scholars have gravitated toward a common theme of great importance to the Society: understanding
the culture, history, life, and settlements of Chinese and Chinese Americans in Southern California through scientific methods. The Society is
proud to b1ing together the representatives of this remarkable collection
of scholars tonight. The Chinese Historical Society of Southern California is deeply honored and proud to ha,·e become the single most important regional repository of the collecti \'e finds on the Chinatowns of Southern California."

Richanl S. ("Scotty") MacNei<ih, Ph.D., was honored for his
success in coordinating research with the Chinese government in creating
an on-going team of Chinese and American archaeologists to study the
origins of 1ice in China. As the head of the Andover Foundation for Archeological Research, since 1993 "Scotty" has directed the bi-national
team in excavating caves in Jiangxi Province, where domesticated rice
has been dated to 9,000 years B.P Now, 78 years of age and a former
Professor at Boston University, he has pursued the study of the beginning
of agriculture throughout the world. However, if there had been no rice
domestication, there would have been no Chinese civilization, no Chinese coming to America, and no Chinese American history. "Scotty" presented a slide lecture on the Jiangxi cave investigations.

The Society recently has become the repository for the 2(X),{X)()
artifacts of the Old Chinatown collection recovered from L.A.'s Union
Station, as well as the recently rediscovered archaeological collection from
Santa Barbara's Chinatown. Previously, the Society played a key role in
supporting the Ri,·erside Chinatown Archaeological Project.

Jane Gothold, representing the Society for California Archaeology, was introduced by Society President Tung to the 220 Society members and guests assembled for tl1e evening and its ten-course Chinese banquet. Other Archaeologists present incl uded Pat Hearle, representing the
Pacific Coast Archaeological Society, as well as Prof. Robert Pence and
Prof. William Evans.

The five honorees and their contributions \Vere as follows:
Roberta S. Greenwood, noted for being the principal investigator of three of the important recent archaeological studies in Southern
California: Ventura Chinatown, Santa Barbara Chinatown, and Los Angeles' Old Chinatown at Union Station. Roberta is the president of Greenwood and Associates, a firm dedicated to cultural resources management
and based in Pacific Palisades. She is also a Research Associate in Archaeology at the Los Angeles County ~vluseum of Natural History. In her
30 years as a researcher, she has been responsible for nearly 400 environmental reports. Her special ability to communicate a real appreciation
among local community leaders and to genemte their support for investigating their own city's Chinatown heritage was acknowledged.

Sound Bites and Archaeology
by Claude N. Warren

Harry W. Lawton, a man of many letters, a poet, writer, editor,
scholar, teacher, and bookrnan, and one who has reached fame in all these
literary pursuits, was noted also for his sincere contributions in Native
American and Chinese American history. Many years ago, Harry crafted
the newspaper serial feature stories on George Wong and the old Riverside Chinatown. He was the key individual who stirred community leaders' consciousness and galvanized City and County support for the Riverside Chinatown Archaeological Project conducted by the Great Basin
Foundation in the 1980s. Then at U.C. Riverside, in the Office of the
Dean for the College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences, Harry assisted
scholars at l l.C. Riverside and other researchers in the various contributions assembled for the Riverside Chinatown Archaeological Project.
Paul G. Chace, Ph.D., was recognized as a sociocultural anthropologist and scholar o f Ame1ican culture, museums, and archaeology
in a career spanning over 25 years. Among his specialties are Chinese
,'.\merican culture and heritage. He is the principal of Paul G. Chace &
Associates, a cultuml resources management firm in Escondido, California. A member of the Society since its beginning in the 1970s, Chace's
eclectic interests in Chinese American history and archaeology have embraced Chinese temples, religious rituals, festival, ceramics, shrimp camps,
the snail, fish, the famed Dr. Ng Poon Chew, and the old Chinatowns of
Riverside, Ventura,}. larysville, and Phoenix, to name just a few.
Los An2eles Couuty MetropoUtan Transportation Author-
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As we approached the November elections this year, the number of nice-sounding, non-controversial, know-nothing, uninformative bits
of noise known as sound bites filled the political air ways. It is indeed
unfortunate that the American public must be submitted to this fo.m1 of
non-communication every l\vo years. Sound bites are not designed to
educate the public, but rather to convince the people they should be happy,
ple.ased, complacent with one candidate and angry, fearful, displeased with
another. They present no factual content, but a subjective emotional auni.
!vlost people agree that sound bites are not the way to communicate the
necessary information to the voting public.
In the 1880s, papers read before the British Association were
often an hour or more in length and followed by debate; in the 1950s and
1960s, the average length of a paper read before the Society for American
Archaeology was 20 to 30 minutes. In 1996, the Society for American
Archaeology, the Great Basin Conference, and the Society for California
Archaeology have reduced papers to 10 minutes, and if you have important synthetic things to say you can have 15 minutes.
Perhaps my 30 +years as a university instructor has attuned me
to fifty-minute deliveries, but I find it difficult to believe that any paper of
import or controversy could be presented in 10 minutes. I go to professional meetings to learn and to communicate my data and ideas to colleagues (and to talk with old fri ends and meet new ones). Communication of tl1e significance of archaeological data depends to a large degree
on description, definition, and analysis of those data. It is not the en.-'
product of a study that makes it significant, but the way in which the <lat
(Continued on page 17
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of each page. so that you can pick the ones that most appeal to you.

California Preservation Foundation
Announces Call For Entries
for the 1997 Preservation
Design Awards Competition

Archnet (University of Connecticut)
http: //www. spirit. lib. uconn.edu/ ArchNet! ..\rchNet.html
This page is prepared by the University of Connecticut and arrnnges archaeological resources by region and subject. Archnet also has many
excellent graphics and provides several links to other archaeology-related
pages, as well as genernl information about the field. If you prefer, you
can view this page without graphics. You can also view it in Catalan,
Dutch, French, German, Italian, or Spanish!

Fourteenth Annual Program sponsored by California's only nonprofit statewide historic preservation organization.
The California Preservation Foundation (CPF) has announced the Call for
Entries for its annual Preservation Design Awards competition.

National Archaeological Database (NADB)
http://cast.uark.edu/products/NADB/

Submission may be made by owners, architects, engineers, planners, landscape architects, archaeologists, specifiers, contractors, craftsmen, architectural historians, organizations, students, or others engaging in historic
preservation activities; membership in the California Preservation Foundation is not necessary. To be eligible, projects must be located in California, or in the case of a report or study, must deal with a California subject.
Project entries must have been completed between June 30, 1991 and
November 30, 1996.

The Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies (CAST) hosts the NADB
Online System under a cooperative agreement with the National Park
Service. This web site includes: ( 1) inventories of over 120,000 archeological investigations; (2) guidance on compliance with the Native American Grave Protection and Repatriation Act; and (3) maps displaying archaeological and environmental data at the state/country level. ~luch of
this information seems to be incomplete- the web site is either under
construction or awaiting input from various states (it is hard to believe
that New Hampshire and Utah lack archaeological sites, as the map would
have you believe). Overall it is a useful page. Included is a query page
that allows you to search for archaeological works by entering keywords
in various fields. Currently only references are arnilable to search, but
reports, dissertations, journals, and papers are listed as some of the manv
items which may be available in the future. If you choose to search th~
database, a word of caution is wammted: it is best to keep your search
broad. I obtained the best results when I merely entered "California"
under the state category, and "San Diego" under the county category. When
I entered more than that, I was generally unsuccessful in generating any
answers.

Entrants are eligible in several categories, each a meaningful component
in the growing social importance of historic preservation.
I.
2.
3.
4.

Restoration
Rehabilitation/ Adaptive Re-Use
Preservation/Stabilization
Compatible Additions to Historic Structures and
Contextual In-fill Projects
5. Cultural Resource Studies and Reports
6. Craftsmanship/Preservation Technology
7. Archaeological and Culturnl Landscape Projects

National Register Publications

ompetition submissions are due December 17, 1996. Winners will be
individually notified January 17, 1997 and the awards program will be
held February, in San Francisco. The jury will be comprised of distinguished professionals representing a cross-section of disciplines within
the field of historic preservation. Entry fees are $125 (students $50) per
project. Indi1•iduals interested in entering should contact the CPF office
to receive additional information.

http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/nrpubs.html
This page contains a list of National Register publications. '{ou can
either download these directly from the InterNct, or print out the order
form and order the publications from the National Register. If you choose
to download, be careful, as some of the documents are 1·ery long. When
you are done, there is a link back to the ~ational Register home page,
where you can get other National Register information.

California Preservation Foundation
405 14th Street, Suite 1010
Oakland, California 94612
(510) 763-0972 telephone
(510) 763-4724 facsimile

Office of Historic Preservation, California Department of Parks
and Recreation
http: I /ceres. ca. gov /dpr/web/ohp/ohp. html

Archaeology on the lnterNet

This page provides the background and mission of the Office of Historic
Preservation (OHP). It also describes the role that the Information Centers play in fulfilling that mission, and the process inrnh·ed in the registration ofhisto1ic resources. Other discussions include tax credits, grants,
environmental re\'iew and public information as related to historic preservation. If you have further questions, the page also lists the OHP address (both eMail and snail mail) and phone/fax numbers.

by Christy Dolan, KEA Environmental
The InterNet is a wonderful place to explore if you either know
where you are going or have a lot of time to get there. For those of us with
limited time, however, searching the InterNet for informative pages can
be time-consuming and, at times, frustrating. To help the rest of you along,
I have compiled a list of InterNet pages that I have found to be both useful
for the archaeologist, and easy to navigate. If you are just beginning to
explore the InterNet, these pages are a good place to start. If you are an
experienced browser, you will find links on these pages that you may wish
to explore. The following is by no means an exhaustive list of archaeolgy-related InterNet pages, but rather a list of pages from which further
i;:ploration can easily be conducted. 1 have tried to describe the content
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Society for American Archaeology
http: //www.saa.org
This page contains useful information about the organization and its activities. '{ou can review the most recent issue, past issues, or search their
database to find items of specific interest to you.
(Continued on page 16)
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California, Berkeley. Wedel was extremely proud of heing the first anthropologist to receive a Ph.D. at UCR with a dissertation specializing in
archaeology. This occurred in 1936, with the acceptance of his dissertation entitled "Some Histo1ical and Ethnic Aspects of Nebraska Archeology."

Archaeology on the Internet
(Continued from page 15)
The Society for California Archaeology (SCA)
http: !/www.scanet.org/

After graduation, Wedel became the assistant curator in the Li.:
National Museum Division of Archaeology. He moved through the rank
becoming associate curator from 1940-49; curator from 19.50-62; head
curator of anthropology from 1962-65; senior archeologist from 196.5-76
and, upon his retirement, he was honored as archaeologist emeritus from
1976 until his death on August'.!?, 1996.

SCA members will be proud. This website is well organized by topic, and
includes: What's New, a calendar, research opportunities, education, politics, jobs, SCA office link, and a "help" mode. It provides links to many
other useful websites. <)verall, it's one of the easiest websites to use and
get around in. A great place to start!

He was extremely interested in one of the major theses that dominates natural and cultural studies today. Wedel endeavored to understand
the relationship of humans within the ecosystem and their adapti\·e responses, including migration patterns. The Great Plains was the focus of
his life's studies; one of his major accomplishments was tl1e establishment
and directorship of the tvlissouri Basin Project of the Bureau of American
Ethnology River Basin Survey ( 1946- 1950).

Society for Historical Archaeology (SHA)
http: //www.azstamet.com/-sha/
The Sl!A website is evolving. They have revised a few topics, added
se\·eral sections, and are presently constructing several sub-pages. By
their own admission, the page is still short on graphics and long on text.
Subjects include careers in archaeology; a guide to graduate programs in
Historical and Underwater Archaeology; available publications; newsletter bytes; and membership, journal, and conference information.

For additional reading on \Vedels' contributions to California
prehistoric studies, you might want to check out manuscripts on the
Howell's Point site (CA-COL-2) and CA-SHA-47, his reconnaissance of
Point Lobos (full bibliography appears in tvloratto 1984), or re-acquaint
yourself with his famous tome "Archaeological Jm·estigations at Buena
Vista Lake, Kem County, California." The latter volume is published as
Bulletin 130 by the Bureau of American Ethnology in Washington, D.C.
in 1941.

SOPA home page
http: //www.smu.edu/-anthrop/sopa.html
This is the Society of Professional Archaeology home page. It contains
information about the organization, as well as an application for certification which you can print out, complete, and submit.

Dr. Wedel was an inspiration to many of us. In particular, he
encouraged tl10se who worked witll him during his Berkeley days (i.e.,
Fritz Riddell and Paul Ezell), as well as those he influenced through his
work (i .e., Dave Fredrickson. Joel Grossman ,and Nelson Leonard, Im.
and all those who have had an opportunity to examine his meticulo1
collections. I remember hearing a story told by Steve Home about a tri
he took to the Smithsonian while working on the Harrington notes for h.UCSB dissertation research. While in the halls of the Smithsonian office
building, Steve commented that he wished Dr. \Vedel "was still living so
tllat I could talk with him about his Buena Vista work." Out of an office
door came a quip, "Who said that Dr. Wedel is dead?" Just as in the case
of Mark Twain, Wedel's death \vas greatly exaggerated. Steve had a pleasant and rewarding visit.

The Southwestern Archaeology (SWA) page
http: /.1seamonkcy.ed.asu.edu/swa/
If you explore this web site, you will find information on archaeological
research and excavations, job opportunities, and information on current
conferences related to southwestern archaeology. You will also find connections to mailing lists and bulletin boards. This page encourages people
to send in information relevant to southwestern archaeology (submission
is by regular mail as well as eMail). The SWA page also provides links to
information about authoring your own web page.

Passing of Waldo R. Wedel
by Russell L. Kaldenberg

Dr. Wedel leaves a legacy of work on the west. He also conducted research in Virginia, Arizona, Mexico, Colorado, Texas, Maryland, and Comanche ethnology in Oklahoma. He teamed up witll his wife
Mildred, a distinguished scholar of Plains archaeology and ethnohistory,
for much of his work. She died in 1995 (Stanford 1996).

Probably every student of Central Valley archaeology is indebted to the writings of Dr. Waldo R. Wedel. Wedel possessed a clarity
of writing style and the foresight to excavate in one of the most productive archaeological areas of California, that of Buena Vista Lake-in
particular the 'fokuts sites along its western shore. Wedel carried out
tl1is excarntion as the result of Civil Works Administration monies which
were infused into depression riddled Kem County in 1933 and 1934. He
excavated five archaeological sites, including two very large middens,
two cemeteries, and a small grave site. His contribution to Central Valley archaeology is well summarized in Moratto's masterpiece "California Archaeology" published in 1984.

He leaves three children, two sons Waldo and Frank, and a <laughter, Linda Greene, who is a historian for tile National Park Se1Vice in
Death Valley, California. I thank Linda, with whom it has been a pleasure
to work closely these past few years, for sharing insights into her fatller's
incredible life (and his vita) with me.

References Cited
Moratto, Michael J.
1984 California Archaeology. San Diego: Academic Press.

Wedel's work in California was anomalous, as his lifetime interest in the discipline was Plains archaeology and ethnography. Born
September 10, 1908 in Newton Kansas, he first attended Bethel College
in his hometown. Due to his interest in the fairly embryonic discipline
of anthropology, he transferred to ,\rizona, where he received his B.A. in
1930. He quickly received an 1'.f.A. from the University of Nebraska (in
1 9~ I) and went on to work under ..\. I,. Kroeber at the University of
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versity
St.
Cloud,
\I N
56304
or
e\!ail :
RSAA@eleftheria.stcloud.msus.edu. Fur1her information, updates, and
on-line forms will be available on the conference home page: http:
eleftheria. s tel oud. msus.edulRSAA

Calendar

•

December 2-6, 19%. The 5th Symposium on Materials Issues in Art and
Archaeoloav. Boston, Mass. For more information contact Pamela
Vandiver, CAL, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, OC 20560 or phone
at (301) 238-3700 ext. 162, or e.tdail pvb@cal.si.edu

t-.fay 29 - June 1, 1997. Society For lndusttial Archaeology :\nnual Conference. Call For Papers. Michigan Technological l'niversity is hosting
the conference in Houghton. Abstrncts are due January 15, 1997 for review by the progrnm committee. Send proposals to David Landon, SIA
Headquarters, Department of Social Sciences, ~vlichigan Technological
University Houghton, tvll 49931 or phone (906) 487-2366, fax (906)
487-2468, eMail DBLand@mtu.edu. For conference information contact SIA Headquarters Department of Social Sciences, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI 49931, or phone (906) 487-1889 fax
(906) 487-2468, eMail PEM-194@mtu.edu

January 8, 1997. Assessing the Significance of Historical Sites. University of Nevada, Reno Heritage Resources Management Course. For more
information contact the Division of Continuing Education at 1-800-2338928.
January 8-12, 1997. Society for Historical Archaeology Annual Meeting.
The conference will be held in Corpus Christi, Texas, at the Marriot
Bayfront The conference theme is "Seaports, Ships, and Central Places."
For more information contact David Carlson (Conference Chair and Program Coordinator), at 409-847-9248, or dcarlson@tamu.edu.

Calender listings include notices for meetings, lectures, museum openings, educational opportunities, etc. All submissions are welcome. For
frequent updates and more background information visit the SCA web
site (htpp//www.scanet.org). Please send calendar listings to Donna Day,
Tahoe National Forest, PO. Box 6003, Nevada City, CA 95959-6003 or
eMail day@jps.net

February 10-13, 1997. Sixth Australian Archaeometry Conference. For
information contact Dr. Claudio Tuniz AINSE, PMB 1, Menai, NSW 2234,
Australia; or phone at (02) 717-3493; or dvlail tuniz@atom.ansto.gov.au

Sound Bites

tvlarch 13-16, 1997. Second National Women in Historic Preservation
Conference at Arizona State University in Tempe. For further information, call (602) 965-2358, or (602) 965-5264.

(Continued from page 14)
arc defined and analyzed. In 10 minutes I could not com·ince even friendly
colleagues that the association of aitifacts and mammoth bones in a deeply
stratified site is valid, because I could not present the necessary data within
those time limits. A 10 minute paper is not a professional paper-it is a
sound bite. It is not information, it is flashes of sound, color, and noise. lt
may be enjoyable, or it may not, but whatever it does, the IO-minute paper lacks substance, significance, and sense.

t-..farch 26-29, 1997. Society of Ethnobiology 20th Annual Meeting at the
University or Georgia in Athens. For more information contact LaBau
Bryan, Department of Anthropology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA
30602-1619, (706) 542-1433.
March 26-30, 1997. SCA Annual Meetings, Red Lion Inn, Rohnert Park.
1r information contact Program Chair Barb Voss at (510) 848-5773, or
x:al Arrangements Co-chairs Adrian Praetzellis (707) 664-3950 or Glenn
mtso (415) 898-8826.

••

April 2-6, 1997. The 62nd Annual Meeting of the Society For American
Archaeology , Opryland Hotel, Nashville Tenn. For more information
contact David G. Anderson at (904) 580-3011 ext. 344 05 eMail
danderso@seac.fsu. edu
April 2-6, 1997. Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act Implications and Practical Application. University of Nevada, Reno
Heritage Resources Management Course. For more information contact
the Division of Continuing Education at 1-800-233-8928.

Eel

May 1-4, 1997. The National Council on Public History invites proposals
for papers, sessions, panels, and workshops for its Annual Meeting to be
held in Albany, New York. For more information contact: John R. Jameson,
Department of History, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio 44242-0001.
Phone (330) 672-2492.
May29-31, 1997. Remote Sensing Applications in Archaeology. St. Ooud
State University, The Oriental Institute, NASA. Topical sessions: Aerial
and Satellite Photography, Color and Thermal Infrared Photography, Thermal and Multispectral Satellite Imagery, and Multi-Band Radar Imagery.
Sessions will include introductory material, discussions of the development of technology, and case studies in the application of specific remotesensing platforms. Software demonstrations and information concerning
data sources included as part of the conference. Some hands-on activities
..,;II be organized. For more information contact Benjamin Richason Spa.I Analysis Research Center Dept of Geography St. Cloud State Uni-
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Membership Roster Correction
:Mike Rondeau's cMail address should read:
mrondo@ix.nctcom.com
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President - E. Breck Parkman
CA State Department of Parks and Recreation
20 East Spain Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
w (707) 938-9572 fax (707) 938-1406
h (707) 829-8350
75263.3037@CompuServe.COM

Newsletter Editor - Sharon Waechter
Far Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc.
P.O. Box413
Davis, CA 95617
(916) 756-3941 phone
(916) 756-0811 fax
eMail sharonw@farwestem.com

Immediate Past President - Mary Maniery
PAR Environmental Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 160756
Sacramento, CA 95816-0756
(916) 739-8356 fax (916) 739-0626
eMail mlmaniery@aol.com

Newsletter Preparation - Doug Bryce
P 0 Box 292010
Sacramento, CA 95829-2010 (916) 558-3734
FAX (916) 387-1179
Contributing Editors & Editorial Assistance
Avocational Society
Larry Weigel (916) 653-1655
Calendar
Donna Day (916) 478-6214
Federal Agency Arch.
Karen Nissen (209) 488-4024
State Agency Arch.
Thad Van Bueren (707) %4-7560
Historical Arch.
Rebecca Allen (916) 863-1400
New Publications
John Johnson (805) 682-4711 x306
Grey Literature by region;
refer to Jan. 1995 issue
I Editorial Assistance
Debbie Jones

President-Elect - Lynn Gamble
American Indian Studies Center
UCLA, Box 951548
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1548
w (310) 206-7506 fax (310) 206-7060
Southern Vice-President - Lynn E. Christenson
Collections Management Program
San Diego State University, ·
San Diego, CA 92182-4443
w (619) 594-2305 fax (619) 594-1358
Northern Vice-President - Ken Wilson
Six Rivers National Forest
1330 Bayshore Way
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 441-3529 fax (707) 442-9242
Secretary - Gerrit L. Fenenga
Department of Sociology/Anthropology
California State University, Bakersfield
9001 Stockdale
Bakersfield, CA 93311-1099
w (805) 664-2108 fax (805) 664-2415
h (805) 589-8398

I

I

I
I

Newsletter Deadlines
Submission Deadline
January15
Mayl
August 1
Novemberl

Treasurer - Constance Cameron
Museum of Anthropology
California State University, Fullerton
Fullerton, CA 92634
w (714) 773-3977 msg (714) 773-3626
h (310) 696-6133 fax (714) 871-5345

Issue
March
June
September
December

Advertising Rates
1I4 page or less
l/4tol/2page
1/2 to full page

SCA Business Office - Kristina Roper
Dept of Anthropology, CSU Fresno
5245 N Backer Avenue
Fresno, CA 93740-0016
(209) 224-0201
e-Mail kroper@psnw.com
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The SCA publishes a quarterly newsletter of articles and
information essential to California archaeology. Articles
and letters from readers are welcome. Lead articles should
be about five pages in length, double-spaced; longer artides may be printed in installments. Hard copy submissions must also be on diskette (3.5", WordPerfect 6.1 formatting preferred) and may be directed via snail-mail to
Sharon A. Waechter, Newsletter Editor, Far Western Anthropological Research group, Inc., P.O. Box 413, Davis,
CA 95617, (916) 756-3941, fax (916) 756-0811. Submissions
may also be sent via e-Mail. Deadlines are January 15
(March issue), May 1 (June issue), August 1 (September
issue), and November 1 (December issue). Lead Article
authors should be aware that their articles may appear
on the SCA website, unless they request otherwise.

$40
$70
$125

' Ads that run three or more consecutive issues receive a
15% discount. Columns are 3.5". Full page is 7.5" x 9".
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Society For California Archaeology
* Education and Research
* Advocacy for Preservation
* Professional Meetings and Publications
The Society for California Archaeology is a nonprofit scientific and educational organization dedicated to research, understanding, and conservation of archaeological resources.
Membership is open to everyone with an interest in California archaeology.
SCA promotes cooperation among archaeologists in California by: 1) conducting symposia and meetings to share information on new
discoveries and techniques; 2) publishing an
annual Proceedings on archaeological research
in California; 3) publishing a Newsletter on current topics of concern, with news and commentaries; and 4) promoting standards and ethical
guidelines for the practice of archaeology.
The Society seeks to increase public appreciation and support for archaeology in California
by: 1) helping planners, landowners and deCategories of Membership
Regular
$35
Institutional
$35
Student
$12
Senior (60+)
$15
Contributing
$100
Life
$500
Supporting
$50

velopers understand their obligations and opportunities to manage archaeological sites; 2)
representing the concerns of California archaeologists before government commissions and
agencies, and on legislation; 3) encouraging the
conservation of archaeological resources for
future research and public interpretation; 4) discouraging vandalism and exploitation of archaeological resources; 5) recognizing the significance that many sites possess for ethnic and
local communities; and 6) encouraging respect,
appreciation, and a better understanding of
California's diverse cultural heritage.

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City/State/ZIP - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone---------------

FAX----------------

Optional Contribution Categories

Membership year April 1, 199_ to March.31, 199_ _

$_Native American Programs

Please return this form with your check to:

$_Avocational Society Award
$_SCA Endowment Fund
$_Archaeology Week/Public Programs

Society for California Archaeology
Business Office
Department of Anthropology, CSU Fresno
5245 N. Backer Avenue
Fresno, CA 93740-0016
eMail - kroper@psnw.com
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